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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Some ten or more years ago Te Wharekura o Rakaumanga purchased three custom
designed framed shade structures frorn Shadepro, Tauranga.
After a site visit by Peter to confirm the appropriate design of the outdoor covers and
suitability for our students and staff, they were custorn built to suit.
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The units have proved to be exactly what we needed. They have offered ample sl^r,rde
and protection proving to be most practical and durable over the years since be,ing
installed.

They have also been very cost effective and as Peter has pointed out, 'There is a
price for quality'. We didn't want cheap units and have been very happy with the trttal
package we have received.
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The initial structures, designed and built to our requirements, {shadepro have a full
design service with CAD drawings, so you can see what you are getting, before 'rou
get it) have been excellent with fully certified, council approved engineering includerl.
Our installations, follow-up service and any maintenance requirements over the years
have also been exemplary.
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Sonre 5 years ago, we installed another set of 2 units over our junior advent lre
playground. These have also been built to the same high standards as previous,
giving much needed UV cover over this area.
ln 2011, Shadepro supplied and fully installed a further 6 units; 2 very large structu"es
to cover our junior netball court, 2 over the intermediate school adventure playgroi,nd
area and a fudher 2 protecting swimmers and spectators alike using our pool area.
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We have no hesitation in recornrnending Shadepro to any school thinking of protect ng
their tamariki and staff while outdoors.
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The structures have proven to be tough & durable and well warth our
investment.
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